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Rosamund is miserable and lonely, on the run from a foreign king and queen because she
wouldn't help them scheme against each other. A dashing knife juggler whose physical skills
complement her magical prowess might be the right man to make her feel alive again.Historical
fantasy romance with a trans heroine, Jewish hero, and Bavarian settingOriginally published in
"Queerly Loving vol. 1"

From Publishers WeeklyWhile it may be more accessible than others of Josipovici's novels (The
Inventory, Words, The Echo Chamber), In a Hotel Garden is not more enjoyable. There's nothing
to sink your teeth into: the story's aimless; the characters, caricatured; the images, indistinct and
fleeting. In contemporary Putney Heath, Ben is the perpetual odd man out, hanging around the
kitchen of his friends Rick and Fran. While walking the dog or helping to prepare salads, Ben
recalls a vacation to the Dolomites that probably doomed his relationship with Sand, his
girlfriend at the time, but it opened up the possibility of a new one with tediously vague Liliane.
``Lily'' has just been to Siena looking for a garden that had some import to her grandmother, a
Jewish woman from Constantinople, and that Lily has invested with the power to make her
understand herself and the Holocaust. It's a lot to pin on a garden. It's also more than this novel
can bear. Josipovici works mostly with dialogue; and while interruptions, cross-purposes, daily
disposable chatter, verbal tics and the like lend verisimilitude onstage, they're like iced molasses
on this narrative.Copyright 1995 Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“A tour de force of straightfaced high-culture lunacy . . .
very funny, deeply serious, at once scathing about the sublime preposterousness of modernism
and profoundly admiring of it.” —Howard Jacobson, winner of the 2010 Man Booker Prize, on
Infinity--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorGabriel Josipovici
is a former professor at the University of Sussex in England; is a regular contributor to the Times
Literary Supplement; and is the author of three volumes of short stories, eight critical works,
numerous stage and radio plays, and 16 novels, including After, Heart’s Wings, Infinity, and
Making Mistakes.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are either the product of the
author’s imagination or are used fictitiously, and any resemblance to any persons, living or dead,
business establishments, events, or locales is entirely coincidental.Gifts of Spring by Shira
Glassman, ed. by G. BensonRosamund is miserable and lonely, on the run from a foreign king
and queen because she wouldn't help them scheme against each other. A dashing knife juggler
whose physical skills complement her magical prowess might be the right man to make her feel
alive again.Cover art by Jane DominguezAll Rights ReservedCopyright 2019 © Shira
GlassmanThis book is protected under the copyrights laws of the United States of America. Any
reproduction or other unauthorized use of the material or artwork herein is prohibited without the
express written permission of the author.Dedicated to my friend with street magicWith grateful
thanks to:Brooke, KD Lubeck, and Dharma for sensitivity reading(all remaining errors are my
own)Kitty Campanile for beta-readingG. Benson and Queer Pack for including this story in
Queerly Loving vol. 1Kat and Ducky for being the first audienceJane Dominguez for cover art
that takes my breath awayJonas Kaufmann for making pretty noisesAustin Chant for lending his
“Good Boy Ernest”, and Xan West for making him into a memeandThe anonymous acrobat at
the Hoggetowne Medieval Faire who kindled that first sparkGifts of Spring The clock in the
square struck four. Beneath its face, wooden doors opened to reveal intricately-painted
mechanical dancers.Rosamund watched them from her place of safety in a forgotten, shadowed
part of the café’s courtyard. Enough sweet, dark beer remained in her mug to wet her lips, but
she’d exhausted her potatoes and in her remote corner, the barmaids were unlikely to notice and
offer more.The meal and tower failed to provide the distraction she craved, however. The toy
figures were dressed as a king and queen, and she struggled to rein her mind from going over
the cliff of brooding again. Rosamund was tired: tired of royal politics, tired of running away from
betrayal, and tired of running for her life. She hadn’t grown up around such things, and if she’d
known that her first job as a mage fresh out of magic academy would involve scheming at the
highest levels of government, she might have just stayed in her village and brewed beer.She
centered herself by holding a mouthful of bittersweet doppelbock beer, tickling on her tongue,
and simply experiencing her immediate environment. The Castaneanplatz was the biggest
courtyard in Lilaburg, and it sprawled past government buildings, museums, and shops before
culminating in a great cathedral flanked by chestnuts in full bloom. People scurried everywhere,
stopping to chat or watch street performers.The one with the biggest crowd was a sturdy yet
limber man in his forties, with hair the same medium dark brown as the doppelbock in her mug.
His audience left him a respectful distance, and as Rosamund looked closer she realized why—
the slim objects he juggled were knives!Gasps and applause rose from the crowd as he added
two more knives to his handful and then lifted one foot off the ground. He was at least six feet
tall, but he piloted his body as effortlessly as an expert rider controls a horse.With a sweep of his
arm, he scooped the flying knives from the air and placed them on the ground at his feet, on top



of a rug. Next, he lay down beside them. Rosamund craned to retain her view. It was obstructed
slightly by the rest of the crowd: dazzled women more forward than she and the kind of men who
were always comfortable pushing their way to the best view.His back flat against the ground, he
juggled the knives again, this time directly over his face. The crowd yelped with delight. They
clapped even louder when he added his feet to the trick.The juggler leapt to stand and bowed
manfully, and each knife fell to the ground with its point pinned in his rug, missing him
narrowly.“He’s too good!” shouted a man in the crowd. “That’s no skill, it’s a wizard’s trick!”“I
assure you, sir, I have no magic.” The juggler spoke with the voice of a seasoned performer,
confidently loud with a slight foreign lilt. “This is only the result of hard work and honest
practice.”“Practice won’t do what you did!” the man persisted.“He’s a cheat!” a woman
agreed.“No, madam—”“Go on, then, prove it!” called the first man, stepping into view. He was
tall, extremely thin, and wore a printer’s apron.The juggler held up his hands. “How could I prove
it? I give you my word.”Another man picked up the tricornered hat in which the juggler had been
collecting coins. “Easy for them that knows magic to play the working man. Ooh, we’re so
impressed.” With this sarcastic flourish, he emptied the hat into the crowd. People scrambled for
the flying money, and the man shoved the hat onto the juggler’s dismayed head.Rosamund, who
had paid for her beer eons ago, crept to the periphery of the crowd, her eyes wide.“Throw him
out of the city!”“No, in the river!”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Lovely story!. I adored this story! It just wish it was longer - I would love
to read more about Rosamund and Elias!”

Tina, “Thoroughly charming and lovely.. This is my go to book whenever I'm feeling sad or down.
The characters are so lovely, there's intriguing worldbuilding and a simple but enjoyable plot. I
only wish it was longer, but that's a minor flaw.”

Jakob Kilian, “Cute and fluffy romance. A wonderfully cute bookLike everything written by Shira
Glassman this book is beautifully written and just adorable. And as a Bavarian I had a lot of fun
with the setting. The romance is very convincing and lovely. If only 7 hadn't read it so fast.”

The book by Shira Glassman has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 12 people have provided feedback.
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